
T
he electrical terminal  CPX is 

compatible with all the usual

fieldbus and Ethernet systems

and company-specific installation

standards. A choice of three installation

concepts, centralised, decentralised and

hybrid, reduces cycle times by up to 30%

and compressed air consumption by up 

to 50%. Its comprehensive range of inte-

grated pneumatic, electrical and motion

functions can reduce system costs by 

up to 20% and installation time by up to

60%. This contributes to greater (energy)

efficiency.

Controlling electric axes

Special technology modules can be inte-

grated into the CPX system for motion

control, safety or diagnostic functions.

This saves time and money, during both

installation and operation. For example,

the CPX can operate autonomously as an

I/O system with an integrated controller,

since individual modules provide various

communication functions, from a simple

gateway function through to a front-end

controller on machines with protection

class IP65. A CPX together with a CoDeSys

front-end controller can be used to create

a controller for direct mounting on ma-

chines; this reduces installation costs and

allows pre-processing or even completely

autonomous control.

Electric multi-axis controllers in the form

of CPX modules can control up to 31 elec-

tric drives as individual axes or up to

eight synchronous axes with interpolation

in 2.5 D via CANopen. There are also

 modules for proportional pneumatic or

servopneumatic applications. The “Soft

Stop” electric end-position controller 

allows fast vibration-free travel be-
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A byword for 
integrated 
automation

CPX valve terminals

CPX, the electrical terminal for valve terminals, is a synonym 

for integrated automation in the 21st century. More than 10,000 

installed systems speak for themselves. A common feature of all 

systems is a high level of modularity and flexibility, which allows 

the integration of many functions, including motion control, safety

and diagnostics.



Added value: integrated automation instead of patchwork automation

Networking

Electrics Pneumatics Motion Controller

Cameras/sensors Condition monitoring Safety technology Process automation

Function integration: 

independent platform from the 

controller to the front end

CoDeSys

Ethernet/Profinet/

Modbus/Profibus/

Interbus/DeviceNet

Function integration par excellence: with CPX systems, motion control, safety or diagnostics are possible not only in 

factories but also in factory automation – such as this control cabinet for a pharmaceutical installation.

Integrated automation in the 21st century



tween two fixed stops, giving 30%

faster cycle times with 30% less air con-

sumption. Another module which can be

integrated into a CPX terminal is a servop-

neumatic position controller for pneu-

matic drives. This integration facility,

unique in the world, provides a signifi-

cantly neater layout for plant automation

systems.

Controlling pressure and temperature

In addition to controlling pneumatic and

electrical motion, the function integration

offered by CPX/MPA and CPX/VTSA 

is now expanding to include the measure-

ment and control of pressures and tem-

perature. Measuring modules can turn

pneumatic cylinders into sensors, saving

space and time. In just one work step,

they execute advance and return strokes

and measure at the same time. Integrated

pressure measuring modules with four

pressure sensors replace individual sen-

sors in the field, while modules for tem-

perature measurement with four thermo-

couples or resistance encoders allow 

local solutions with IP65. This reduces

 installation time and the amount of 

space needed.

Safety functions with CPX/VTSA

The electrical terminal CPX can also be

combined with the flexible valve terminal

VTSA. The VTSA is the first valve terminal

on the market which permits a mix of four

different valve sizes. Even more important

are the terminal’s safety functions; they

go up to performance level PL d and offer

solutions for:

• Switchable pilot air for protection

against unexpected start-up

• Reversing

• Exhausting

• Switchable pressure and voltage zones.

Customer-specific solutions

With regard to customer-specific solu-

tions, too, such as control cabinets or

ready-to-install systems, the CPX automa-

tion platform with remote I/Os and valve

terminals has become indispensable. It

can form part of a complete pre-assem-

bled system which is able to save users

time and money during the system design

and installation phases. Its modularity

even allows up to 512 I/Os per fieldbus

node. This means that 128 valve coils and

up to eight additional supply modules can

be fitted in order to create pressure and

voltage zones – true progress in produc-

tivity over a record-breaking length of 

3 metres. �

Flexibility is trumps: direct machine mounting 

of CPX systems simplifies installation and boosts

efficiency.

“With CPX, function 
integration in automa-
tion is advancing still 
further. In the case 
of more than 10,000 
systems installed 

worldwide, installation costs,
cycle times and compressed air
consumption were significantly
reduced.” 

Eberhard Klotz, Head of Promotion Concepts Products and Technology, Festo

Safety functions with CPX/VTSA: the safety functions on the

valve terminal go up to performance level PL d.
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